JERICHO WHARF
AUGUST 2020

Opinion on the planning submission at Jericho Wharf Canalside,
submitted for planning on 29th May 2020 (Planning Ref: 20/01276/
FUL.) In particular, a critical review of the adequacy of the proposed
public square.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

I have been commissioned by the Jericho Wharf Trust
(JWT) to prepare a professional opinion on the present
proposals for a public open space on the Jericho Wharf
development site in Oxford.

on the developer’s changes to the proposals since the
first fully developed proposals for the site by Howarth
Tompkins architects were submitted and approved for
planning in 2016 (planning reference 14/01441/FUL).

I have been commissioned owing to my experience
(refer to Section 6 – The Author), having sat as a panel
member on the Oxford Design Review Panel (ODRP)
to deliberate of the design qualities of the previous
Howarth Tompkins scheme for the site, which gained
planning approved on 19th April 2016 (planning
reference 14/01441/FUL).

1.2.4
The 2016 consent has not been taken forward.
The site owners have employed another architect firm
Stride Treglown who have recently reconsidered and
revised the site proposals.

1.1

Jericho Wharf Trust (JWT)

The Jericho Wharf Trust is a registered charity formed
by four local groups:
The Jericho Community Association, which runs the
current community centre;
The Jericho Community Boatyard, which represents
the boaters;
The Jericho Living Heritage Trust, which campaigns
on issues relating to Jericho’s distinctive heritage and
legacy; and
the St Barnabas Parochial Church Council, which
represents the interests of the Church.

1.2

Background

1.2.1
The site has a complex planning history, which
has led to the entire site being unoccupied, redundant
and decaying since 2006.

1.2.5
Having considered the complex planning
history of the site, I intend to provide:
1. A critical appraisal of the consented 2016
scheme to understand the qualities of the public
square proposed and supported by planners
recommendation and subsequently approved at
committee
2. A review and conclusions on the qualities of the
present proposals and whether these can deliver
the planning aspiration of JWT and as set out in
Oxford Council’s site specific planning SPD policy
SP7.

1.3

Aspiration

The present proposals reference the aspiration for
the scheme to deliver “a little piece of Italy” through
the creation of a public square with a backdrop of an
italianate basilica and canal edge. This aspiration has
evolved and become widely shared by the community
and Oxford City Council. A successful new square is
critical to the delivery of this shared vision.
This opinion seeks to appraise the public square and its
likelihood of success in meeting this aspiration.

1.2.2
The proposals have been adjusted and altered
since that time to accommodate differing emerging
needs and requirements of the developer and key
stakeholders, meaning that many incremental changes
have been made to all aspects of the proposed public
open space provision. The quantum area, shape, edge
condition, as well as the form of the proposed canal
bridge, have all become part of an ever changing
context, which impacts the square and its setting.
1.2.3

For the purposes of this opinion I am focussing
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2.0

PLANNING POLICY

I have set out the planning policy that is material to the
success of a public open space.

2.1

The Requirement to Provide Open Space
on the Site

The planning policy and guidance for the Jericho site
establishes in some detail the need for public open
space. The pertinent policy and planning guidance are:

Well Road entrance to Port Meadow.”
2.1.2
Jericho Canalside SPD December 2013 – 		
This Document is Supplementary to Policy SP7
Under chapter 6.0 Development Requirements:

2.1.1
Oxford City Council – Sites and Housing
Plan 2011 – 2026: Adopted Feb 2013; Policy SP7 Requirements

6.28 “The development provides an opportunity to
create a new public open space on the site for the
Jericho community. The square should be large enough
to hold public events, such as markets or street
theatre and it should link well with the community and
adjacent land uses. It should be designed to maximise
the potential activities it can hold ……”

Development types expected from the site’s
redevelopment:

2.2

•
•
•
•
•

The planning policy reflects and supports the aspiration
of JWT; that any proposal for the Jericho canalside must
include a new public open space that can support and
augment the uses and activities of the other proposed
community facilities. These include:

Residential
A sustainably-sized community centre
Public open space/square
Replacement appropriately sized boatyard
A new bridge over the Oxford Canal for pedestrians
and cyclists

The wording preceding the actual policy SP7 states:
“Elements from the Sites and Housing Plan Policy SP7
that should feature in the design of the development:
• The boatyard should include a wet dock, and allow
craneage for narrowboats with possible supporting
chandlery and associated workshop and DIY
maintenance facilities
• The canal boat hire base (College Cruisers)
occupying the extreme north of the site should be
retained
• Building heights should reflect the form and scale of
surrounding development, particularly surrounding
the area of public open space and should not exceed
3 storeys
• Finished design should respect the waterfront
heritage of the site, the conservation area and Grade
1 Listed Building
• The wall separating the Church and the proposed
new square should be demolished to open up the
square and views of the Grade 1 listed building
• In order to mitigate recreational impacts on the
Oxford Meadows SAC, dog and litter bins and an
information board must be provided at the Walton
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• An outdoor space for enjoying the community centre
café refreshments;
• A space that can provide a setting for community
centre activities such as performance, dance, small
scale live music;
• Accommodation of community or church events,
music, readings, ceremonies, other;
• A flexible space that can accommodate stalls for a
food/ clothing market or other;
• A place to watch the boathouse and canal activities;
• A space to sit, chat and relax;
• A high quality destination space attracting visitors as
well as the local community.
It is understood by JWT and the community that the
a successful public realm is an important ingredient
in the flexibility, offer and success of the community
facilities.
It is understood that the community felt confident
that the approved scheme would achieve these goals.
It is therefore logical to appraise the qualities of the
approved scheme, and apply its perceived successes to
the current proposals.
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

I have considered the following factors in appraising
the quality and effectiveness of the square in
performing its future functions. The purpose is to
provide a basis upon which to determine whether
the current proposed square meets its planning and
community objectives, and therefore whether it is
acceptable in planning terms.

3.1 Spatial and Use Arrangements
My focus is on spatial and use considerations. The
issues of materiality and detailed design are assumed
to be conditioned and can be scrutinised by Oxford
City Council planners at a later stage.
It is essential that the square is adequate in size and
form to accommodate the varied usages envisaged
by the community and Oxford City Council. Most
important is the square’s accommodation of uses that
support the proposed community facilities on the site,
both envisaged and those that may come forward in
the future.
I consider that the following activities must be enabled
in the square to meet the planning requirements of the
new public open space (grouped under 4 headings):
• Market stalls or other pop-up retail activities
• A community musical event or other gathering/
performance
• Eating and drinking
• Sitting and contemplation
I will ask whether the proposals offer enough space
and circulation to attract these types of activities
and therefore whether the proposed environment is
appropriate in its affordance of these uses.
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

3.2

The consented scheme from 2016
(planning reference 14/01441/FUL).

Figure 1 - The Square
The square is the area coloured pink, totalling around
870m2.
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

Figure 2 - Movement and Usable Space
The usable space is the total area identified in orange
(1 – 4), totalling around 625m2. The drawn areas
indicate where it is possible to pause or sit without
inconvenience from those travelling through the square
and accessing buildings.
The solid blue lines indicate major circulation routes
and the dashed lines are minor routes to entrances.
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

3.2.1

Market Stalls or other Pop-up Retail 		
Activities

A standard market stall is 1.8 x 2.4m and requires
circulation around it. Applying standard configurations,
calculating the the usable space needed for stalls and
assuming that the circulation space required utilises
the movement spaces indicated on Fig 2, the square
can accommodate around 35 standard stalls and 5
larger concessions.
Many new markets, especially farmers markets and
pop-up food concessions, now utilise the 3x3m Gazebo
that allows for food preparation and serving. The
square will accommodate around 20 gazebos and, in
addition, can accommodate a further 3 larger van or
trailer type concessions.
The space has ample room to attract a varied range of
markets and allow for growth. Clothing and farmers
markets will establish a venue with room for expansion
and that is well-connected to wider communities.
The area calculation for the market excludes both the
areas for the café seating and the restaurant’s outdoor
dining area (fig 2, areas 2 and 4). Both these areas will
contribute strongly to the variety of the market as a
destination, where further refreshment can be provided.
A regular market will require access to power
supply and water, the use of the community facility
conveniences and to be able to be cleaned easily. The
potential of the space would make these investments
worthwhile and provide a valuable income stream for
the community.
The retail edge condition (restaurant and café)
supports the viability of the community facilities
through additional income on market days.
Retail uses of the buildings fronting the square
reinforce its public atmosphere, affording and indeed
encouraging public enjoyment of the space.
3.2.2

A Community Musical Event or Other 		
Gathering/ Performance

The planning policy, SPD and community aspiration
anticipate a square that supports the activities of the
community facilities proposed on the site. Having
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spoken with the JWT and community facility staff who
will be working in the future facilities, it clear and the
square must have the flexibility to accommodate a wide
range of performance, dance and music.
The approved proposals therefore looked to both
make the square as large as possible (870m2) and
accommodate as much usable space as possible
(625m2). The usable space is in 4 separate areas (refer
to fig 2, orange areas 1-4). These areas are bisected by
pedestrian movement corridors but still accommodate
a considerable number of differing activities at any one
time.
The space is not detailed so does not narrate how
a performance could best be facilitated. However,
the open nature of the space affords the opportunity
for each event to determine its own needs. For
example, the back of the church can accommodate
a performance with the audience placed in the areas
closer to the water. Alternatively, the audience can be
seated on the church side of the square so to face the
canal. The areas for outdoor dining or the café space
can still function with performances or events taking
place.
The detailed design would best be produced handin-hand with the community in order to determine the
basic requirements for performance, namely power
points and lighting opportunities through to possibly
enabling canopies. The community facilities would also
need to provide welfare facilities.
3.2.3

Eating and Drinking

The usable space diagram shows how the square
proportions allow for outdoor dining and a spill out
zone for café users, without inhibiting other activity
within the square.
The café and restaurant could provide variety in offer,
from simple and affordable refreshments to perhaps
a bistro or fine dining. Together these bookcase the
square and provide active edges, reinforcing the square
as a destination to meet and socialise.
The café door position and recessed building line
ingeniously allows a dedicated seating area directly
outside (refer to fig 2, area 2.)
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

3.2.4

Sitting and Contemplation

The proposals do not provide any clues to seating
arrangements. Clearly, a range of seating is required
to attract sitting, socialising and quiet contemplation.
The square layout allows considerable opportunity for
seating of all types to maximise accessibility.
Sitting or pausing in the square affords the
contemplation of the church, its beauty and its setting.
The proposal works hard to retain a view and sky
around the church edges, to allow appreciation of
context with the glimpse of Radcliffe Observatory
Tower still possible along Cardigan Street. This would
be particularly apparent when approaching the square
from the canal. Passing over the bridge you would see
a square that is legible and clearly connected to streets
and routes, rather than being closed and relying on
signage.
The scale of the space would allow for the introduction
of one or two large trees to aid microclimate and
biodiversity. Well chosen trees would create welcome
shade in summer and shelter in winter, affording sitting
and dwelling in the space more often and for longer.
Trees would also enhance the verdancy of the
canalside setting and make a contribution to the very
limited biodiversity within the scheme.

Project, Month 2020
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

3.3 The Proposals of 29th May 2020
(Planning Ref: 20/01276/FUL)
Figure 3 - The Square
The square is the area coloured pink, totalling around
645m2.
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

Figure 4 - Movement and Usable Space
The usable space identified in orange, totalling around
160m2. The drawn areas indicate where it is possible
to pause or sit without inconvenience from those
travelling through the square and accessing buildings.
The solid blue lines indicate major circulation routes
and the dashed lines are minor routes to entrances.
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

3.3.1

Market Stalls or Other Pop-up Retail 		
Activities

A standard market stall is 1.8 x 2.4m and requires
circulation around it. Applying standard configurations,
calculating the usable space needed for stalls and
assuming that the circulation space required utilises
the movement spaces indicated on Fig 4, the square
can accommodate around 14 standard stalls and 3
larger concessions.
Many new markets, especially farmers markets and
pop-up food concessions, now utilise the 3x3m
Gazebo that allows for food preparation and serving.
The square will accommodate around 8 - 10 gazebos
and perhaps squeeze in one larger van or trailer type
concession.
The area calculation for the market excludes the space
to the front of the housing on the south east side of
the square. The proximity of a busy market with its
associated noise, litter and cleaning up processes are
incompatible with housing in close proximity.
Any market will require access to power supply, water
and the use of the community facility conveniences.
The limited potential for the space would require
careful consideration, preferably with a market provider
who is conversant with the site limitations.
The edge condition of the square for residential use
demands clear legal agreements with house owners
and tenants that the square will be utilised as a market
and that these operations will generate the noise and
litter at anti-social times.
Through environmental health, home occupiers may
justifiably be able to have the market or indeed any
noisy or intrusive activities stopped. My view is that
this is of particular concern at ground floor in terms
of all compromised privacy. At the edge of the square
residential entrances, doors and living rooms with
clear and close overlooking can be anticipated. Raised
planters could also become impromptu seating.
An obvious consequence of imposing a market,
performance or other activity on residents is that
we may see screens and barriers being erected to
create a reasonable level of privacy and separation.
This will lead to the creation of an unattractive and
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unacceptable setting surrounding the square and
church.
3.3.2

A Community Musical Event or Other
Gathering/ Performance

The observation in 3.3.1 applies here also.
The current proposal shows a new ramp and access to
allow the doors at the rear of the church to be utilised,
rather than the present door on the south side. The
ramp and steps have reduced the flexible usable area
but, could if detailed well, provide a performance stage.
The two doors and church provide a back stage area
and exits left and right for plays and the like. This may
require a demountable handrail on the ramp during
performance.
The overall area of the square at 645m2 is 74% of the
area in the earlier approved scheme. This difference
may seem of limited consequence until you consider
the usable space. The larger square provides 625m2
of usable space where the present proposal only
provides 160m2. What seems a small change in
quantum loss of area (approx. 250m2) has significant
consequences for the effective and flexible use of
the square. The usable area has reduced by some
70%. This shows the necessary area for the square,
required to create a successful community open space
and destination, is much closer to 870m2 rather than
645m2 as proposed.
There is no doubt that this is exacerbated by other
factors. The redesign of the community café building
and door positions have removed the opportunity to
have a usable outdoor café space, which does not
conflict with movement. Also, the housing at ground
floor effectively sterilises the affordance and use of the
whole south side of the square, removing a great deal
of valuable usable space.
The winding hole back wall butting up against the
square has encroached over a metre closer to the
church. This on its own may seem inconsequential,
but when appraised against a study on movement and
usable space, significantly contributes to the reduction
in likely use and vibrancy of the square.
The new square needs to be robust and through design
accommodate the likely impacts of all activities. The
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3.0

CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE PUBLIC OPEN SPACE/ SQUARE

proposed housing at the edge of the square may attract
anti-social behaviours whilst detracting from social
ones. The stepped access, raised planters and oversail
of the property at first floor creates sheltered space
along the housing frontages, providing opportunities
to shelter from rain or for rough sleeping. The proximity
of ground floor windows to homes on the south side
of the square deflect people away, discouraging social
activity and limiting the usable area of the square.
3.3.3

create shade that may be acceptable in a commercial
premises, but not housing. Oxford now have clear
policies to promote biodiversity and healthy living.
Where the previous scheme was subject to less
onerous environmental policy this proposal has no
such excuse and should improve the limited ecological
and biodiversity offer.

Eating and Drinking

The significant change here is the loss of the restaurant
on the south side of the square. The previous
proposal choreographed a range of offerings with the
community café providing tea, coffee and snacks and
the restaurant able to fulfil a different niche - perhaps
ranging from foodie snacks or pizza to fine dining, any
of which would ensure the establishment of this new
square as a destination in Oxford.
The loss of the restaurant here is significant in reducing
the success (awareness, usage and footfall) of the
square.
In this post Covid age, there is a desire for outdoor,
natural and verdant settings, particularly for eating and
drinking. In my opinion, in the square would be lettable
and successful.
3.3.4

Sitting and Contemplation

The proposals do not provide any clues to seating
arrangements. Clearly, a range of seating is required
to attract sitting, socialising and quiet contemplation.
Opportunities for seating are limited by the smaller
square and the need to ensure that those seated are
not looking directly into homes at ground floor.
The encroachment of the housing into the square has
removed the view of the Radcliffe Observatory Tower
and the legible appreciation of routes through the
space.
The loss of space has a more critical impact on the
square’s use but this loss is a significant negative
impact.
Northerly facing homes at the edge of the square
makes the introduction of trees more difficult. They will
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4.0

RECOMMENDED ALTERATIONS THAT WOULD BETTER ENSURE A 		
SUCCESSFUL PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

The affordance to use public space requires the
subconscious sense that it is acceptable and right to
do so. The idea of public use has many drivers, but here
the nature of the space, its overlooking and setting
are critical to whether you would feel like it is yours to
enjoy.
The study of the areas of public realm, the edge
condition of the square and the consideration of
the future uses highlights the significant difference
between the square as proposed here and that
envisaged in the previously approved scheme.
This opinion reveals just how the differences in area
and usage of the previous approved scheme are critical
factors in the successful design of a public square. The
present proposals fail to deliver these critical factors.
My view closely reflects that of the Oxford Design
Review Panel (ODRP) who recognised the potential
success of the proposal which then went on to be
consented. My opinion is that if the present proposal
was brought before ODRP the scheme would receive
the considerable reservations I have expressed here.
The more recently proposed square doesn’t
demonstrate to me that it achieves the space and
spatial characteristics to deliver the needs of the
community facilities or the wider aspirations.

4.1

Timescales

The gestation and time for this proposal to come
forward is also a factor here. I sense that all parties
would welcome seeing this derelict site developed. I
am convinced that the wait will only be worthwhile if
development delivers a successful place. There is no
gain in approving a scheme which, in its present form,
cannot deliver the aspirations the community and City
have waited so long for.

4.2

Design Considerations to Ensure Success

This study has highlighted the following design
considerations, which would need to be addressed to
ensure the success of the square, and with it, this new
place:
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4.3.1
Reconsideration of housing on the southern
edge of the square and the reintroduction of a
commercial ground floor.
There are many housing typologies that see houses
fronting onto squares. In fact, it is understood that
residential front doors are an effective way of activating
streets. However, here at Jericho Wharf the demands
on the square (such as the constrained proportions and
the likely cycle and pedestrian traffic generated by the
welcomed new canal bridge) create conflicts with its
aspirations that are likely incompatible with planning
policy requirements.
At Jericho the square is small, and therefore demands
integration of its edges. The community facilities,
boatyard, canal and the church all play a critical part
in the success of this place. The previously proposed
restaurant further contributed to the place and
enhanced the offer. The replacement with housing is
a backward step that will conflict with the square’s
proposed functions, jeopardising the success of the
community and public aspects of the scheme.
4.2.2 A review of the spatial arrangements of the
buildings that have reduced the square’s quantum area,
such that it now doesn’t meet a critical threshold to
ensure future success.
4.2.3 Detailed consideration of the community café
to open up dedicated space in the square.
4.2.4 The church access and ramp can be adapted
to provide an interesting integration between the
church and performances in the square, with its two
doors facing into the space. The ramp and steps should
be reconsidered for better integration such that the
square’s usable space is not reduced.
4.2.5 The proposals lack detail in terms of enabling
the functionality of the square. The narrative of what
happens in this place (driving the inclusion of anchors
for canopies, power points, lighting and the nature of
the surface materiality) have not been explored.
4.2.6 The square’s use in relation to microclimate
needs further consideration as well as the need to
create a comfortable and healthy environment through
the consideration of planting, trees and increased
biodiversity.
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5.0

CONCLUSION

When I started garnering information for this opinion
I was made aware of the three key concerns of JWT
members:
• Is the square now too small or too awkward a shape
to deliver the community needs?
• Does the movement of bikes and people through the
proposed square make the community function of
the space impossible?
• Do the proposed houses facing onto the square
create an unreasonable imposition on its use and
enjoyment?
These questions have stayed with me and strike at the
heart of the key points I have raised.
5.1
Public open space plays a fundamental role in
the cohesion and long term health and success of all
communities. Here in Jericho this has been highlighted
by the long term lack of a functioning community open
space.
The recent revitalization of Mount Place has shown
what thoughtful paving, seating and planting can do
in a limited space. Mount Place can hold only a few
standard stalls and has no services, so does not offer
the opportunity or flexibility for markets or larger
events. At Jericho Wharf the setting of the church,
the wider prospect of the canal, the activity of the
boatyard, the presence of community, and associated
retail activity all contribute to quantum of activity which
ensures the vibrancy of life and guarantee a successful
square.
5.2
Mount Place highlights the factors that need to
be in place to deliver truly successful neighbourhood
open space, which attracts events and adequately
invites the audiences that make them thrive. St
Barnabas church with its Romanesque and characterful
style acting as a marker for the destination, combined
with the canal setting, proposed boatyard, community
centre, cafe and restaurant, delivers all the ingredients
for great placemaking.
5.3
My opinion is that the square and and its
surrounding edges must each recognise their role and
contribution in relation to the success of the overall
destination. In section 4 I have set out recommended
alterations to the submitted scheme that will ensure a
design fit to deliver a long-term neighbourhood heart.
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5.4
It is my opinion that the following
considerations should be applied when considering the
public open space/ square as a fundamental part of
determining the planning decision:
5.4.1
The Planning policy establishes the need for
a public open space or square, and its location as
necessary to provide an appropriate setting to the
Grade 1 St Barnabas Church.
5.4.2 It is important that the determination of the
application considers the that the size, form and quality
of the public open space/ square is adequate for the
appropriate community functions to take place.
5.4.3 That the functions of the public square are
necessary for the optimal usage and functioning of the
community facilities, boatyard and the church.
5.4.4 That the full use of the space is central to
providing an active and healthy community, benefiting
everyone.
5.4.5 That the use of the public square is an
important opportunity to deliver future income benefits,
for both the upkeep of the open space as well as the
community and church facilities managing and running
them.
The proposal as submitted in May 2020 does
not share the necessary design requirements as
expressed in the square proposed in the approved
scheme of 2016.
This study has analysed the basic movement and
usage requirements proposed for the square and
has understood the requirements for a successful
square here at Jericho. It goes on to determine that
the previously approved scheme met the design
considerations for a successful public square where
the present proposals do not.
I therefore conclude that the reduced quantum of
space, the shape of the space, and the conversion
from commercial to residential use for the southern
side of the square have together contributed to the
proposal failing to provide a design solution that
in my opinion will deliver on the planning policy as
well as the community and Oxford’s aspiration for
Jericho Wharf.
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6.0
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I have been a practicing landscape architect and
urban designer for over 30 years. I have held
senior positions within the Landscape Institute
(the professional Body for landscape architects) as
President 2014–2016, Chair of Policy Committee, and
now as a Fellow. I authored the LI position statement
on Housing in 2010 and have gone on to chair
and represent a range of public bodies, including
Highways England and the Construction Industry
Council.
I founded Farrer Huxley in 1995, a design-led landscape
practice. The practice has developed design proposals
for many public open spaces over the last 25 years, in
varying sizes and in differing complex urban contexts.
Perhaps most relevant is that I have chaired and been
a panellist on many design review panels and for over
5 years have been Chair and panel member for the
Oxford Design Review Panel (ODRP). I was a panel
member when the earlier approved Howarth Tompkins
scheme was submitted for review (planning reference
14/01441/FUL). I have attended over twenty reviews in
Oxford and consider myself familiar with the city.
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